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Overview 

This junior and senior elective course of study is developed around a thematic approach to sociology and social issues. The inquiry 

approach is used to motivate students to think critically about a wide range of topics that can apply specifically to their lives as well as 

people throughout the world. The course is divided into five major areas: culture, conformity and deviance, groups and group 

dynamics (bullying, cliques, and leaders), marriage and family life, and problems resulting from social change in America. Sociology 

fouces in on the past as well as analyzing current issues that affect American society. 

Studying sociology enables students to develop a better understanding of the world around them as well as their own behaviors and 

attitudes. It emphasizes an understanding of their responsibility to their community, nation, and world. 
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Unit of Study Pacing Essential Enduring Content Skills Assessment NJCCCS CPI Interdisciplinary 
Weeks Questions Understandings Connections 

Unit I 4 weeks Why is the study Learning Types of culture Understand their Group project to 6.1.12.D.14.f RH.11-12.1. 
The Sociological of Sociology Sociology allows place in the identify the Determine the Accurately cite 

Perspective, important in us to understand How cultures family, characteristics influence of strong and 
Research and its understanding and live more differ socially, community, that determine multicultural thorough textual 

Impact on our world? successfully in politically, region, country the culture of beliefs, products, evidence, (e.g., via 
Culture our world. economically, etc and world. another country. (i.e., art, food, discussion, written 

music, and response, etc.), to 
Why are Language and Determination of Understand their American Culture literature), and support analysis of 
language and non verbal Culture environment and pro/con writing practices in primary and 
nonverbal communication their place in to show visual, shaping secondary sources, 
communication help to Key Terms their culture. auditory and contemporary connecting 
the basis of understand and Culture media facets of American culture. insights gained 
culture? distinguish the Non Material Demonstrate our cultures. from specific 

diverse aspects of Culture awareness and Gallery Walk of details to develop 
culture. Ethnocentrism acceptance of all student projects an understanding 

people. of the text as a 
whole. 

Analyze how 
change occurs 8.1.5.C. l Engage 
through time due in online 
to shifting values discussions with 
and beliefs as learners of other 
well as cultures to 
technological investigate a 
advancements worldwide issue 
and changes in from multiple 
the political and perspectives and 
economic sources, evaluate 
landscape. findings and 

present possible 
solutions, using 
digital tools and 
online resources 
for all steps. 

9.3.12.AC-DES.2 
Use effective 
communication 
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skills and 
strategies 
(listening, 
speaking, reading, 
writing and 
graphic 
communications) 
to work with 
clients and 
colleagues. 

WHST.11-12.1. 
Write arguments 
focused on 
discipl ine-speci fie 
content. 

8.1.8.D.4 Assess 
the credibility and 
accuracy of digital 
content. 

Unit II 4 weeks Why is finding Effective How people Comprehend the Personal chart of 6.1.12.D.14.f RH.11-12.6. 
Conformity and our place and interpersonal conform and importance of conformity and Determine the Evaluate author's' 

Deviance achieving communication deviate in society conformity in deviance. influence of differing 
"acceptance" so encompasses our lives. multicultural perspectives on 
important in our respect and Deviant Create a beliefs, products, the same historical 
lives? acceptance for Subgroups in Analyze deviant presentation on (i.e., art, food, event or issue by 

individuals America behavior that is deviant music, and assessing the 
Why do we regardless of socially subgroups and literature), and authors' claims, 
sometimes gender, sexual How people acceptable and their impact on practices in reasoning, and 
choose deviance orientation, conform and socially society. shaping evidence 
and decide that disability, deviate in society unacceptable. contemporary 
our individuality ethnicity, American culture. RH.11-12.9. 
is more important socioeconomic Key Terms: Integrate 
than choosing background, Conformity 6.1.12.D.14.e information from 
conformity? religion, and/or Deviance Evaluate the role diverse sources, 

culture. Labeling Theory of religion on both primary and 
Primary cultural and social secondary, into a 

Personal goals, Deviance mores, public coherent 
freedoms and Secondary opinion, and understanding of 
individual Deviance political decisions. an idea or event, 
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decisions can Controlled noting 
take precedence Environment discrepancies 
over societal among sources 
norms. 

Unit III 3 weeks Why is Social context The need for Comprehend the Design a HE.9-12.2.4.12.A. WHST.11-12.7 
Social Status, understanding has a huge impact groups and roles played in socialization 4 Predict how Conduct short as 

Group Dynamics your relative on personal groups we groups. chart about their relationships may well as more 
and Socialization position to others behavior. associate with personal voyage evolve over time, sustained research 

important? Analyze the through the focusing on projects to answer 
Group Dynamics· importance of socialization changes in a question or solve 

Why is "being Social status and why people learning to process. friendships, a problem; narrow 
with others" and affects how act the way they become a family, dating or broaden the 
being influenced groups view and do in social "normal" Reflection/impact relationships, and inquiry when 
by them (i.e. treat one another. situations functioning research paper on lifetime appropriate; 
bullying) such an social being. their experiences commitments synthesize 
integral part of Bullying reasons with bullying. such as marriage. multiple sources 
our social being? and effects on the subject, 

demonstrating 
understanding of 

Key Terms: the subject under 
Primary Group investigation. 
Secondary Group 
Reference Group WHST.11-12.4 
Statistical Produce clear and 
Aggregate coherent writing 
In Group in which the 
Out Group development, 
Group Dynamics organization, and 
Diffusion of style are 
Responsibility appropriate to 
Bystander Effect task, purpose, and 

audience. 

8.1.5.D.4 
Understand digital 
citizenship and 
demonstrate an 
understanding of 
the personal 
consequences of 
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inappropriate use 
of technology and 
social media 

8.1.8.D.1 
Understand and 
model appropriate 
online behaviors 
related to cyber 
safety, cyber 
bullying, cyber 
security, and cyber 
ethics including 
appropriate use of 
social media. 

Unit IV 3 weeks Do the social Every society has Marriage, Child Understand the Marriage in Zl " 6.1.12.A.14.c WHST.11-12.6. 
Social institutions that rules and raising and diverse concept century world Assess the merit Use technology, 

Institutions, exist keep regulations that divorce in of marriage compare/contrast and effectiveness including the 
Social Structures: individuals and dictate what is America world-wide. chart. of recent Internet, to 

Class, and societies in line? acceptable. compared to legislation in produce, share, 
Stratification. other countries Analyze the Analysis of addressing the and update writing 

Why is it a Grouping helps impact of universal health, welfare, products in 
human necessity us make sense of Religion and divorce rates on healthcare and and citizenship response to 
to classify and the world and our culture impact individuals, other healthcare status of ongoing feedback, 
divide all people? place within it. our beliefs about families, systems around individuals and including new 

marriage, child communities and the world with groups. arguments or 
raising and the world. solutions to information. 
divorce improve the US 

Comprehend the system. HE.9-12.2.1.12.C. RH.11-12.3 
importance of 3 Determine the Evaluate various 

Key Terms health coverage Use primary and emotional, social, perspectives for 
Arranged in the United secondary and financial actions or events; 
Marriage States and other sources to create impact of mental determine which 
Forced Marriage countries. an outcome as illness on the explanation best 
Child Marriage directed by the family, accords with 
Divorce Rates Relate current question or the community, and textual evidence, 

events to the task state. acknowledging 
physical and where the text 
human 
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characteristics of Children's story 6.1.12.D.14.e leaves matters 
places and written, Evaluate the role uncertain .. 
regions. illustrated and of religion on 

created about a cultural and social 
current social mores, public 
issue in America opinion, and 

political decisions. 

UnitV 4 weeks Why is "change" Development Current social Analyze the need Analysis paper 6.1.12.A.15.b RH.11-12.7 
Social Change, the only constant occurs constantly issues that plague for change in the on current social Determine the Integrate and 

Social in our lives? at an alarming America world. problems using effectiveness of evaluate multiple 
Movements and speed and needs various media the United States sources of 
Social Problems Why does society to be managed. The political Understand and resources. in pursuing information 

in America decide to gather climate and how accept people national interests presented in 
together and plan Social it affects our and situations as Problem based while also diverse formats 
social movements country they are. assessment to attempting to and media (e.g., 
movements? provide people economically, demonstrate the address global visually, 

with avenues for politically and Identify impact of specific political, quantitatively, 
Why is it human human socially solutions to social problems economic, and qualitatively, as 
nature to see improvement. major social and their social problems. well as in words) 
problems and Key Terms: problems. proposed in order to address 
work to find their It is a human Social Injustice solutions. a question or solve 
solutions? need to identify Social Problems Analysis of HE.9-12.2.1.12.A. a problem. 

new and better Current Events 1 - Analyze the 
ways to live life role of personal RH.11-12.1. 
individually and responsibility in Accurately cite 
communally. maintaining and strong and 

enhancing thorough textual 
personal, family, evidence, ( e.g., via 
community, and discussion, written 
global wellness. response, etc.), to 

support analysis of 
6.1.12.B.14.a primary and 
Determine the secondary sources, 
impact of recent connecting 
immigration and insights gained 
migration patterns from specific 
in New Jersey and details to develop 
the United States an understanding 
on demographic, of the text as a 
social, economic, whole. 
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and political 8.1.12.A.3 
issues. Collaborate in 

online courses, 
6.1.12.A.16.a learning 
Examine the communities, 
impact of media social networks or 
and technology on virtual worlds to 
political and discuss a 
social issues in a resolution to a 
global society problem or issue. 

6.3.12.D.1 8.1.8.D.4 Assess 
Analyze the the credibility and 
impact of current accuracy of digital 
governmental content. 
practices and laws 
affecting national 
security and/or 
individual civil 
rights/ privacy. 
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Webliography 
http://www.asanet.org/ 
This website is for the American Sociological Association. It has numerous publications and journals to utilize in the classroom. 

https ://www.adl.org/ ed ucati on-and-resources/resources- for-educators-parents- fa mil i es/lesson-p !ans 
K-12 assessment resources related to U.S. history from University of Maryland Baltimore County. The ARCH features three 
assessment types: weighted multiple-choice items, traditional multiple-choice items, and performance assessment tasks. While sample 
items are included, the ARCH is not a test bank; rather, it is a resource to assist educators in developing and using new assessments 
and rubrics in their classrooms. 

http://www.asanet.org/introtosociology/sitemap.html 
A more advanced look into this website shows sociology units, lesson plans, worksheets and guidelines to follow when teaching the 
course 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/ 
This website has current articles about every region of the world. It breaks up the news by continent which makes it very easy to find 
articles about any topic being covered. 

http://www.cdc.gov/ 
This website gives information, statistics and solutions for social problems that plague Americans 

http://www.census.gov/# 
This website gives data on current statistics dealing with demographics of the United States. It has facts to use and also interactive 
maps to help with visuals in the classroom 

http:/ /cri ticalmedi aproj ect.org/ 
Free media literacy web resource for educators and students ( ages 8-21) that enhances young people's critical thinking and empathy, 
and builds on their capacities to advocate for change around questions of identity. CMP's mission involves raising critical awareness 
about representations in the media and encouraging students to engage in society. 

http://www.culturegrams.com/ 
This website is useful for students when they are researching countries around the world and how to determine their culture. It is also 
useful as a teacher to find out basic cultural information of any country. 
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https://listenwise.com/ 
Interactive online media sources which provides scaffolded leaning resources, activities, and assessments which correlate with 
currents events and topics of the past. 

http://www.njbullying.org/ 
This website give information about current bullying legislation in NJ, links to news articles and information about anti-bullying 
programs throughout the state. 

http://www.nytimes.com/ 
This website allows access to current articles dealing with all units of study for the Sociology course 

https://www.tolerance.org/classroom-resources/lessons?f"/o5B0%5D=facet lesson grade level%3A35 
Website that focuses in on promoting peace and understanding among diverse people. Great resource for my culture unit 

http://www.webref.org/sociology/sociology.htm 
This website is useful because it defines and explains key terms that are used throughout the sociology course. 

http://www.worldweddingtraditions.com/ 
This website is useful during the culture unit but also when addressing how marriage rituals are different throughout the world 

http://www.youtube.com/education 
Youtube-Education: Access to various lessons and video clips including speeches relevant to the issues in the Gender curriculum. 

https:/ /www.youtube.com/ 
Access to videos and links that are relevant to the Sociology curriculum 

DVD/MEDIA 

30 Days Minimum Wage Episode 
Bride Kidnapping of Kyrgyzstan 
Can't Hardly Wait 
Culture Clips 
Crash 
Dateline clip on childhood obesity 
Dateline clip on the FLDS 
Inside the Mind of a Serial Killer 
Man vs Food clip 
Manson clip 
Married at First Site 
My 600 pound life clip 
My Strange Addiction 
Office Space 
Escaping Polygamy 
Primetime episode on Internet Bullying 
Prom Night in Mississippi 
What would you do clips 
Witness to Jonestown 


